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The Rebirth of Odysseus
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O

F THE MANY supplication scenes in Greek literature which have
received close examination, the Odysseus-Arete episode in Odyssey 7.133-206 has attracted considerable attention. Two reasons may be suggested. First, Homer himself lavishes a large share of
attention on the scene, presenting a highly detailed account of the
ritual of hiketeia: Odysseus crouches before the queen and grasps her
knees, then sits at the hearth, and is finally raised by Alcinous, who
escorts him to a seaU Other supplication scenes contain some of these
steps, but few other accounts-and no other Homeric account-include them all. When Thetis supplicates Zeus in Iliad 1.493-530, for
example, she clings to the god's knees, but Zeus does not lift her by
the hand. In Iliad 24.468-517, to cite another example, Priam kneels
before Achilles, kissing the hands of the man who has murdered so
many of his sons. Achilles responds by lifting the aged king from his
knees. But there is no mention of Priam's occupying Achilles' hearth.
The closest parallel to Odysseus' supplication is found in Thucydides
1.136: Themistocles places himself at the feet of the Molossian queen
and takes his place at the hearth, holding the king's infant son. 2
When King Admetus returns from abroad and finds Themistocles, he
raises the suppliant by the hand. 3 Homer's account in Odyssey 7 is
noteworthy, then, for the fullness of its description. The second
reason for the fame of the scene is that Odysseus' supplication lies at
the crux of an apparent inconsistency in the poem. Odysseus ap-

1 A full study of supplication and the significance of its gestures can be found in 1.
GOULD, "Hiketeia," JHS 93 (973) 74-103 (hereafter cited as 'Gould'). For a refinement of Gould's observations with respect to Homer, see V. Pedrick, "Supplication
in the Iliad and the Odyssey," TAPA 112 (982) 125-40.
2 In supplication scenes in drama and in historical supplications the suppliant may
occupy an altar or sacred area instead of the hearth: cf Gould 77-78, 89-90, 101-03.
For Plutarch's suspicion that Themistocies' supplication may be based on a scene from
tragedy, see A. W. Gomme, A Historical Commentary on Thucydides I (Oxford 1945)
438-39.
3 It should be noted (pace Gould 98) that Themistocies' supplication of the Molossian queen does not provide a genuine parallel to Odysseus' supplication of Arete.
Themistocies approaches the queen because the king is absent; only when Admetus
returns is the suppliant properly received. Odysseus, on the other hand, approaches
Arete even as Alcinous is seated next to her.
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proaches Arete because Nausicaa and Athena have instructed him to
do so. Both the goddess and the princess tell him to bypass the
seated king and approach Arete first, for her favor must be incurred
if the hero is to receive passage home. After the supplication, however, Arete does not respond. On the contrary, it is the ignored
Alcinous who welcomes the guest and arranges almost at once to
send him on his way. It is the purpose of this paper to examine this
scene with the following questions in mind: first, does it present a
'model' supplication or one that is at all unusual? Second, if unusual
features do exist, can they be applied to a solution to the problem of
the queen's alleged importance?4
The most unusual element in this supplication is the invisibility of
the suppliant. As Odysseus walks through Scheria he is invisible to
all, protected by Athena's magic cloud. When he enters the palace
and approaches Arete he is still enveloped, as the poet reminds us at
7.140: 1roAA:r", TJEP' EXWV, Tiv oi 11"EpiXEVEV 'A8-r,v"fJ' Only when (Kai
T<iTE, 143) Odysseus has placed himself at her feet does the cloud
vanish. This sudden appearance astonishes the Phaeacians, who are
"rendered speechless" (avEcp E'YEVOVTO, 144) and "watch in wonder"
«(Jav/-UX{ov 8' OpOWVTE~, 145) as Odysseus makes his request. They
sustain their surprised silence even after he speaks: oi 8' apa 7r£lVTE~
aKT,V E'YEvovTo lTuv71fj (154). Alcinous reacts to the miraculous epiphany by suspecting that this stranger may be a god in disguise. 5
Matching the suddenness of Odysseus' appearance is the rapidity
with which he releases Arete to sit at the hearth: Ok Ei7r£vv KaT' ap'
E{ET' E11"' ElTxapYl EV KoviYllTt (153). It is unusual that he does not
cling fast to his hostess and wait for a reply. Contrast the tenacity of
Thetis in II. 1.512-13: when Zeus does not answer her plea, she
"implants" herself and pleads again (aAA' aKEwv 8T,v i,lTTO' eETL~ 8'
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4 It is beyond the scope of this paper to address the numerous arguments of Analysts
and Unitarians over the alleged importance of Arete and the authenticity of the pertinent passages. For the most recent discussions and full bibliography see B. Fenik,
Studies in the Odyssey (Wiesbaden 1974) 105-30, and H. Kilb, Strukturen epischen Gestaltens im 7. und 23. Gesang der Odyssee (Munich 1973) 29-107. It is hoped that the
hitherto unobserved evidence presented in this study will place Arete in a new perspective and demonstrate that Homer's text does not pose a problem of inconsistency.
5 199-206. The surprise of the Phaeacians at Odysseus' miraculous appearance is
stronger than that of Achilles and his attendants at the appearance of Priam (II. 24.
483-84): there Priam is not rendered invisible; he is simply not seen by the sleeping
Achaean guards nor by the busy Automedon and Alcimus. Achilles and his attendants
are surprised, but not speechless, upon seeing the Trojan king, who now appeals to
Achilles as an exiled murderer would appeal for asylum. On Homer's inversion of the
simile see Gould 96.
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After this second request Zeus finally responds. In Thuc. 1.136.3
Themistocles sits by the hearth, but only after being instructed to do
so: <> BE TTi~ yvvmKo~ iKETTI~ y€voJ.t€VO~ BLBa<TK€Tm inT a1jTij~ TOV
7TatBa CYcpWv Aaf3wv Ka(JE~€cy(Jm €7TL TT,V E<TTtaV. Like a normal suppliant, Themistocles does not release the supplicated until he receives a
reply.6 Odysseus, on the other hand, appears to be in a hurry and
releases Arete before she has time to utter a response.
Another feature of this supplication deserves mention. Odysseus'
occupation of the hearth is appropriate, to be sure. But Homer emphasizes the fact that, from the moment of Odysseus' appearance, his
actions take place along the ground. Upon occupying the hearth he
sits "in the ashes beside the fire" (iv KoviYlCYL 'Trap 7TVpi, 7.l53-54).
After a long interval of awkward silence (ot/JE BE, 155) Echeneus the
elder criticizes the king for allowing a "stranger to sit on the ground
at the hearth among the ashes" (g€tVOV J.tEv Xaj.UXL T,cy(Jm E7T' ECYXapYl EV KoviYlCYt, 160). "Come now," continues Echeneus, "and lift
the stranger up and seat him (€L<TOV avaCYT11<Ta~, 163) on a silverstudded chair." Alcinous then takes Odysseus by the hand and raises
him "from the ashes" (ciJP<TEV a7T' €CYXapocptv, 169). Although the
occupation of the hearth necessarily entails sitting on the ground,
Homer stresses the fact that Odysseus spends an unusually long time
on the floor.7
These departures from the traditional features of a supplication
make it clear that Homer is not presenting a 'model' scene. It is
interesting in this context to note that the poet varies details in other
supplication accounts. Thetis' appeal to Zeus, for example, includes a
variation: Zeus does not acknowledge her until she makes two requests. The god's refusal to speak at a moment of ritual expectation
thereby receives dramatic emphasis: in this scene which initiates the
all-important 'will of Zeus', the poet's strategic placement of the
god's reticence emphasizes how reluctant Zeus is to begin the series
of deaths mandated by his own will. Homer modifies the ritual also at
II. 24.507-12. After Priam beseeches Achilles to remember his own
father Peleus, Achilles gently pushes Priam away, and both men
succumb to a flood of tears. Once their grief is spent Achilles raises
Priam from his knees. At the very moment that we expect Achilles
6

0:

Medea's tenacious supplication of Creon in Eur. Med. (339,

Xt'po.,) and the Nurse's clinging to Phaedra in Hipp. (326,

KOV

K01jK a7TuAAaaa-n
/-Lt'9.ryaof..LUi 7Ton).

7 As part of Homer's emphasis on Odysseus' ground-level movements, it may be
significant that there is no mention of Odysseus' reaching for Arete's chin: contrast the
upward movement necessitated by Thetis' reaching for Zeus' chin (II. 1.501) and
Priam's kissing of Achilles' hands (It. 24.478).
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to lift the suppliant, Homer interrupts the ritual with an unexpected
and, therefore, poetically effective variation in which the Greek hero
and the Trojan king forget their differences and mourn their common
losses together as father and son. It is possible, therefore, that the
variations in Od. 7 are likewise intended for special effect. 8
The specific irregularities of Odysseus' supplication - his sudden
appearance at Arete's feet, his rapid release of her, and his immediate and prolonged contact with the ground-are unparalleled in extant supplication scenes. But his actions do share similarities with
another ritual. Diodorus Siculus (4.39) gives an account of the adoption of Heracles by Hera. In order to adopt the newly-apotheosized
hero, "Hera climbed upon a bed and, drawing Heracles toward her
body, released him through her clothing to the ground, in imitation
of an actual birth" (8w TOW Ev8v,"UlTWV ac/>E'ivac, 'TT'PO~ T7JV yT}v, /-Uf-WVJLEVYI" T7JV aA'YJ(}c,v7JV 'YEvecTtV). In similar fashion Odysseus appears suddenly at Arete's knees, as if being released from under her
clothing, and proceeds directly along the ground. These similarities
suggest that, within this scene of supplication, the poet is inserting allusions to a ritual of rebirth.9
Plutarch (Mar. 264f) provides another account of the rebirth ritual,
the context of which sheds light on Odysseus' situation. A certain
Aristinus had been so long absent abroad that his family, assuming
him dead, held his funeral and erected a cenotaph. Later, however,
Aristinus returned, only to be treated as a polluted outcast: he was
denied contact with the people and barred from approaching the
temples.l° Sending to Delphi for instructions how to remove the
stigma, he received this reply:
.,
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oO"O"a'TT'Ep EV I\.EXEEO"O"t 'YVV'YJ TtKTovO"a TEI\.Ec,Tac"
TavTa 'TT'ClAtv TEAEO"avTa (JVEtv f..UXKaPEO"CTt (JEo'iO"C,V.
B Pedrick (supra n.O 135-36 is doubtless correct in her observation that Homer expands or contracts supplication scenes in order to make them fit the context. At issue,
however, is not only the number of details included in a scene but also the variation of
the details themselves. The poet's adjustments are both quantitative and qualitative.
9 It is interesting in this context to compare the silent surprise of the Phaeacians to
the awed wonder of the Olympians who witness the birth of Athena from Zeus' forehead, in Hymn. Hom. 28.6-7: U'E{3a<; 8' Ex.€. 7TaIJTa<; 0POWTa<; a6alJaTOl./S'.
10 It is probable that the rebirth ceremony serves the purpose of removing the pollution
associated with death: cf J. E. Harrison, Prolegomena to the Study of Greek Religion
(Cambridge 1922) 244-45; J. G. Frazer, The Golden Bough J3 (London 1920) 74; and E.
Rohde, PsycheB (tr. W. B. Hillis, London 1925) 601-03. Although the ritual itself may
have originated out of a concern for pollution and purification, it is clear that Homer does
not view Odysseus as polluted: cf E. R. Dodds, The Greeks and the Irrational (Berkeleyl
Los Angeles 1951) 35-37. The poet alludes to the ritual in order to enrich his account of
Odysseus' entrance into the poem and to enhance the symbolism of the IJOU'TO<;.
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Aristinus followed the instructions closely and, "as if he were being
born for the first time, he offered himself to women to wash him off
(&7ToAOV<TaL) , wrap him in swaddling clothes (<T7TapyaVW<Tat) , and
nurse him." Such a ceremony, Plutarch reports, was performed by all
"men of later fate" (V<TTEp07TOT/-WL). Although Aristinus' is the first

case of the ritual known

to

Plutarch, he adds, "Some claim that these

things were done over the V<TTEP07TOT/-WL even before Aristinus and
that the ritual is ancient."
It is probable that Heracles' adoption ceremony and Aristinus'
rebirth are versions of a ritual in which the candidate severs ties with
the past and presents himself for acceptance into the social group.
The kinship of the two ceremonies is attested to by Hesychius' definition of the term 8EVTEp07TOT/-W~ ('man of second fate'):
Some use the word V(TTEP07TO'TJLO~. This is what they called a person for whom funeral rites had been observed on the assumption
that he was dead and who later appeared living. Polemon says that
such people were barred from entering the shrine of the Dread
Goddesses. Or [a SEV'TEp07TO'TJLO~ is] one who has been reported to
have died abroad but then returns. Or one who, for a second time,
tumbles through a woman's lap, as was the custom of the second
birth among the Athenians.l1

If Homer is presenting Odysseus as a 8EVTEp07TOT/-W~, the problem of
Arete's alleged importance begins to find an answer. For it would be
improper for Odysseus to present himself for rebirth at the feet of a
man. The notion that Odysseus is being reborn as he meets the Phaeacians is well-placed in the poem. For this is the hero's first appearance
in the world of human beings and physical reality after some ten years
in the imaginary realm of giants, nymphs, and witches. If, in the scenes
which lead to the supplication, Homer is concerned with the themes of
Odysseus' death and rebirth, it is probable that we are correct in detecting allusions to the rebirth ritual in the scene with Arete.
It cannot be argued, of course, that before his appearance in Book
7 Odysseus is dead; nor have his relatives on Ithaca erected his cenotaph. But on several occasions in the early books Homer associates
Odysseus' name with the suggestion of death. When Athena addresses Zeus in the opening assembly of the gods, she complains that
Odysseus is so unhappy with Calypso that "he longs to die" «(JavEELv
BEVTEp07TOTJ..W'>· <> mro nvwv VUTEp07TOTJ..W'>. OVTW Be b .. eyov, <>7TOTaV nvi W<; TEOVEVO~OlLEva i:yevETo, Kai VUTEPOV eXVE</xiVT/ ~WV. <> Be nOhe~v Kai eX7TELpTjuOaL
TOt'> TOLOVTOL,> EimevaL Ei,> TO iEpov TWV LE/-LVWV f/rr/UL 0EWV. 1i <> f/rr/J.UuOEi,> E7Ti ~eVT/'>
TETEhEVT1JKW<;, f7TELTa E7TavEhOwv. 1i <> BEVTEPOV Bw YVVaLKELoV KOh7TOV BwBv." W<; fOO'>
~V 7Tapo: 'AOT/vaioL,> EK BEVTepov yuvauOaL.
11
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iJ.LEipE'Tal., 1.59). Odysseus himself utters a death wish and envisions

his funeral in his famous soliloquy as he faces Poseidon's storm in
Book 5: "How I wish I would have died and met my doom (oc/>EAov
8aveuv Kat 7TO'TI-WV E7TUT7TEI.V, 5.308) on that day when the numerous
Trojans hurled their bronze spears at me over Peleus' dead son! I
would have received burial rites, and the Achaeans would have
spread my fame. But as it is, I am doomed to die a wretched death!"
Contributing to the association of Odysseus with death are the speculations of Telemachus, Penelope, Eurycleia, and the suitors. In Book
1 Telemachus tells the disguised Athena that his father's "white
bones are rotting somewhere in the rain, lying on the mainland, or
being rolled about by a wave in the sea ... He has died a wretched
death (a7ToAwAE KaKov J.Wpov, 1.166), and it is no comfort to us if
someone tells us he will return. His homecoming day is lost." 12 In
Book 2 we learn that Penelope reported Odysseus' death to the suitors when she announced her plans to complete Laertes' shroud:
"Since noble Odysseus has died (E7TEi 8aVE 8I.o~ '08V(]"(]"EV~, 2.96),
refrain from pressing my wedding until I finish the mantle." The
suitors apparently believe her, as their taunts of Telemachus indicate:
"Who knows if he too, embarking on a hollow ship and wandering
far from his dear ones, will die, just like Odysseus?" (a7TOA1} 'Tal.
aAWJ.LEvO~ ~ 7TEp '08V(]"(]"E~, 2.333). Eurycleia also assumes that her
master is dead, and for this reason she attempts to dissuade Telemachus from leaving home: "Why do you, our only darling, want to
travel over the wide earth? And the noble Odysseus has perished far
from his country (WAE'TO 'T1}Ao81. 7Ta'TP1}'" 2.365) in a foreign land." In
Sparta, furthermore, Menelaus speculates that the Ithacans have by
now taken Odysseus for dead: "We do not know whether he is alive
or dead. But the aged Laertes and sensible Penelope and Telemachus,
whom he left a newborn baby in the house, are mourning him, I
suppose" (4.l09-12). With such speculations punctuating the early
books Homer introduces the suggestion that Odysseus' status is analogous to that of a BEV'TEP07TO'TI-W": his whereabouts have been unknown for ten years, and his relatives and acquaintances are entertaining the possibility of his death.
The suggestion of the first four books is elaborated upon in Book
5, where the poet presents an intricate network of the imagery of
12 Cj 3.79-101: Telemachus, without asking if his father is still alive, asks Nestor
the details of his death. After Nestor prays for Odysseus' return, Telemachus declares
that not even a god could make the wish come true (226-28). When Athena reprimands Telemachus, the youth persists: "There is no return in store for him. The
immortals have already decreed his black death and demise" (241-42).
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death. It is well established in the scholarship that Odysseus leads a
death-like existence in the cave of Calypso, whose very name connotes concealment and burial. 13 Surrounding the entrance to her
cave, itself suggestive of a tomb, is a collection of flora and fauna
which can only be described as funereal. The "alder and poplar and

fragrant cypress" (5.64) all have ominous associations: the cypress is
traditionally planted around burial sites; 14 the poplar appears again in
Circe's account of Persephone's grove at the entrance to Hades
(10.510); and the alder, because it bears no fruit, is considered "unlucky and under a curse. "15 Also conjuring up notions of death are
the "owls and hawks and long-tongued sea-crows" (5.66) which nest
in these trees: the hawk, according to Aelian, "delights to feed on
flesh and drinks blood, on which it raises its young"; 16 the crows are
"concerned with the sea" (5.67) because they feed on carrion that is
washed ashore; 17 and the owl is the traditional harbinger of death. 18
In this veritable cemetery of symbolism Odysseus' "sweet life ebbs
away" (KUTEi{3ETO SE yAVKV<; uiWv, 5.152) as he sits on the shore and
pines for Ithaca. Although Calypso has promised him immortality and
eternal youth if he will stay, the poet makes it clear that such an
existence would be an eternal death: Odysseus would spend his days
in sensual gratification and indolence, far removed from the world of
human activity.19
13 For Calypso's origin as a death-goddess and Ogygia as a 'Toteninsel', see H. GUntert, Kalypso (Halle 1919) 28-36, 164-72. In connection with the allegorical interpretation of the cave, it is interesting to recall Porphyry's De Antro Nympharum, which treats
the cave in Od. 13.104-12 as a symbol of the world: souls pass through the cave's
northern door for birth into the physical world and through the southern door as they
are dissolved at death. For the possible ritualistic significance of the cave, see G. Elderkin, "The Homeric Cave on Ithaca," CP 35 (I940) 52-54.
14 For the funereal associations of the cypress tree see Paus. 2.2.4, 2.15.2-3, 4.33.45, 8.24.7~ Plin. HN 16.60.139~ Verg. Aen. 3.63-64, 6.216~ Hor. Carm. 2.14.23, Epod.
5.18.
15 Plin. HN 16.45.108, in.tetices autem existimantur damnataeque religione quae neque
seruntur neque fructum ferunt. The same notion lies behind Homer's description of
alders and willows as WAW'LKUP1TOt (10.510). (f also the legend that Heracles discovered the black poplar on Acheron's banks (Paus. 5.14.3). It should be noted also
that Calypso's grove is entirely fictitious, as these trees do not coexist in the natural
world: (/ Plin. HN 16.31.76,17.39.247,31.27.44.
16 Ael. NA 10.14. (f the description of the winged demons of Hades at Paus.
10.28.7.
17 Ael. NA 15.23 echoes Homer with the phrase KOPWIIUt<; TE EiIlUALat<; in his account
of how sea-crows eat dolphins which have been washed ashore.
18 0: Verg. Aen. 4.457-65, 12.861-63; Plin. HN 10.16.34-35~ cf also D. W. Thompson, A Glossary of Greek Birds (Oxford 1895) 262-64 s. v. UKWt/J.
19 w. S. Anderson, "Calypso and Elysium," CJ 54 (1958) 2-11 (= c. H. Taylor, Jr,
ed., Essays on the Odyssey [Bloomington 1967] 73-86), suggests that the prospect of
Menelaus' afterlife in Elysium and Calypso's offer of immortality to Odysseus are two
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If Odysseus is portrayed as symbolically dead and buried in the first
half of Book 5, we may expect to find allusions to his rebirth in the
subsequent account of his return to the realm of the living. The
imagery of the latter half of the book suggests just such a process. In
the close description of Poseidon's storm in 5.291-444 Homer includes details which may be read as allusions to the human birth
process: the waves batter Odysseus and toss him about as if he were
a fetus moving violently in the womb at the moment of its birth.20 It
may be significant, for example, that Odysseus, his raft shattered by
the storm, is ordered by Ino to remove the clothes that have been
weighing him down: this is the only time in the poem that Odysseus
is naked, and he remains so until Nausicaa offers him something to
wear.21 Once undressed, he girds himself with Ino's veil, which in
this context is a symbol of the xopwv, the veil-like membrane of the
afterbirth which encloses the fetus. 22
Consistent also is the symbolic significance of the river. Instead of
delivering Odysseus to the shore directly from the open sea, Homer
has him pass through a river channel. Heeding Odysseus' prayer and
pitying him, the river halts its current and creates a calm (yaA'1]V7]v,
5.452) so that Odysseus can enter the mouth with ease. Once ashore,
Odysseus "bends both his knees and his mighty arms (ai-«/>w yovvaT'
EKa/J-t/J£ X£tpas T£ U"n{3apa", 453-54), for his spirit was overcome by
the sea." The ease with which he swims up the river stands in sharp
contrast to the violence of the waves which at this moment have torn
him from a rock and left the skin of his hands clinging to the crag
(424-35). In the allegorical reading of this passage, the river becomes
a symbol of the birth canal which the fetus enters after the contracforms of spiritual death for the heroes. Menelaus acquiesces in accepting his fate, but
Odysseus resists.
20 The first to propose this interpretation of the storm passage was E. B. Holtsmark,
"Spiritual Rebirth of the Hero: Odyssey 5," CJ 61 (1966) 206-10. Also sensitive to the
symbolism of death and rebirth in Od. 5 is C. P. Segal, "The Phaeacians and the Symbolism of Odysseus' Return," Arion 1 (1962) 17-64, esp. 20-25.
21 Contrast Vergil's adaptation of this storm at Aen. 1.81-158. The Roman poet
cannot plausibly suggest that a battered fleet of twenty ships is reborn from the sea,
nor is this suggestion harmonious with the aims of the book. For this reason, perhaps,
the Homeric details which evoke the birth process are absent from the Vergilian parallel. For Vergil's condensation and adaptation of Homeric passages, see G. N. Knauer,
Die Aeneis und Homer (Gottingen 1964) and "VergiI's Aeneid and Homer," GRBS 5
(964) 61-84.
22 C{' Celsus Med. 7.29.9: eas quas secundas vocant, quod velamentum irr(antis intus
.fuit~ c/ Aristotle's description of TO 1TEPUXOV XOPWIJ, Gen.An. 753b30. Also contributing to the depiction of Odysseus as a SEVTEP07TOTI-W<; is the simile at Od. 5.394-97:
Odysseus' first glimpse of the Phaeacian shore brings him the joy felt by the children
of a father who has long lain in serious iIlness and finaIly recovers.
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tions subside. The account of childbirth in the Hippocratic treatise De
natura puerorum provides a good parallel: 23
When it is time for the mother to give birth, what happens is that
the child by the spasmodic movements of its hands and feet breaks
one of the internal membranes. Once one is broken, then the

others of course are weaker, and these break too in order of their
proximity to the first, right up to the last one. When the membranes are broken, the embryo is released from its bonds and
emerges all bunched together. For nothing has any strength to hold
it once the membranes fail ... Once the child is on its way, it
forces a wide passage for itself through the womb, since the womb
is resilient. It advances head first-that is the natural position ... If
the infant's momentum is in the direction of the head, the birth is
easy for the mother.

Odysseus' violent bout with the sea and the subsequent ease and
smoothness of his entrance into the river are analogous to this natural rhythm of violence and calm.
Homer now describes Odysseus' appearance: "All his flesh was swollen, and quantities of salt water gushed from his mouth and nostrils;
and in his weakness he lay breathless and speechless" (5.455-57). The
swollen features and gushing fluid are also paralleled in newborn
infants. The fluid from his head recalls the vBpwlj! secreted after birth
(I-'ETa Be TavTa, Nat.puer. 30.12) "from the head and rest of the
body in consequence of violence, pain, and heat." After the child
emerges there remains the task of expelling the afterbirth. Appropriately at this time, therefore, Odysseus unwraps Ino's veil from
around his waist and drops it into the river (459-61).24 He then
crawls (WEKAil/O..,." 463) to a secluded spot, makes a bed of leaves,
and falls into a deep sleep.25
Through an intricate network of suggestion Gn Books 1-4) and
symbolism Gn Book 5) Homer presents Odysseus' entrance into the
poem as a metaphorical rebirth. This theme continues into Book 6,
where we detect allusions to the ritual described by Plutarch. Like
23 30.1-2, tf. G. E. R. Lloyd, Hippocratic Writings (Harmondsworth 1978) 341-42.
For the Greek text (= Book 4 of TItPL 'YOVTlc;) see R. Joly, Hippocrate XI (Paris 1970)
78f.
24 In discarding the veil without looking back, Odysseus' gestures may recall another
ritual associated with a return from the dead, the warning to Orpheus not to look back
as he leads Eurydice out of Hades (e.g. Verg. G. 4.485-527). For a possible vestige of
this ceremony, cf the description of the 'Panorio ritual' in R. and E. Blum, The Dangerous Hour: The Lore of Crisis and Mystery in Rural Greece (London 1970) 339.
25 In the subsequent description of the naked Odysseus as UIUPOOAEOC; and KEKaKUJ~vo<; eXAI-L!I (6.137) Homer may intend an allusion to the vernix caseosa which covers
newborn infants.
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Aristinus, who presents himself to a group of women for washing,
swaddling, and feeding, Odysseus now encounters Nausicaa and her
maids to receive the same services. In his opening speech to the shy
princess he asks, "Please give me a rag to put around myself (BO~ BE
paKo~ &f.L<Pt{3aAEu(}at, 6.l78), even if only the linen wrapper for your
laundry" (eiAvJ,W u7TeipwlI, 179). In mentioning the linen wrapper
Homer is doubtless evoking the u7Tapyalloll of the ritua1. 26 Nausicaa
offers to have her maids wash Odysseus, but he modestly declines,
saying, "Please stand back so that I myself may wash the brine off
(&7TOAOVUOJ,Wt, 219) my own shoulders."27 Once bathed, he dons the
clothes left by the attendants and ravenously lays to the food set
before him. "And the much-suffering Odysseus ate and drank with
great eagerness, for he had gone a long time without tasting food"
(249-50).
The members of Homer's audience who have been sensitive to the
numerous allusions to the hero's rebirth will find Nausicaa's instructions at this point consistent with the thematic pattern. For if we view
Odysseus as a BevTEpo7ToTf.W~, we expect him to perform the dramatic
act of dropping from the lap of a seated woman. For this reason
Nausicaa sends him to Arete, not to Alcinous, with unusually explicit
instructions: "Once you have passed through the palace and courtyard, go quickly (ciJKa, 6.304) through the hall until you reach my
mother. She is seated near the hearth in the glow of the fire ...
reclining against a pillar . .. Pass by my .father and place your arms
around my mother's knees in order to see your homecoming day"
(303-11). These instructions, stressing the need for haste, make
Odysseus complete the ritual without interruption. 28
Although Homer's audience is able to detect the motive behind
the princess' instructions, Odysseus must find her orders perplexing.
For Nausicaa prefaces her directions by "telling him to pay close attention "in order to obtain an escort and return from my father" (7Tapa
7TaTpo~ Ef.W'iO, 290). As she describes the town and palace, furthermore, it is with numerous allusions to Alcinous as sole proprietor and
ruler: near Athena's grove, she says, is the park and vineyard "of my
father" (7TaTpo~ E}.WV, 293)~ once Nausicaa and her maids arrive at
26 C/ the assessment of Nausicaa as "the genius of rebirth" by C. Whitman, Homer
and the Heroic Tradition (Cambridge [Mass.] 1958) 299.
27 Although physical rejuvenation of Odysseus and others occurs elsewhere in the
poem (c/ 10.395-96, 16.172-76, 18.66-71, 18.187-96, 23.156-63), Athena's rejuvenation of the hero as he bathes (6.229-35) is particularly harmonious with the theme
of his rebirth.
28 At 7.48-55 Athena also stresses the need for haste: Odysseus must not be timid
(J.L'Y/i)E ... nxp!3Et) but bold (fJapuaAEo<;) and approach the queen first (7TpWTa).
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"my father's home" (SWjLina 7TaTpOt;, 296), Odysseus is to search
for "the home of my father, the great-hearted Alcinous" (Sw,..«na
7TaTpOt; EjLOV jLEyaAT,TOpOt; 'AAKLVOOW, 299)~ the house is easy to
discern, for nothing else in town resembles "the house of Alcinous"
(SOjLOt; 'AAKLVOOW, 302) .29 After these fifteen lines emphasizing AIcinous, the sudden mention of Arete must strike Odysseus, and even
the audience, as abrupt. Homer himself is aware of the abruptness:
the words jLTJT~P' EjLT,V occupy the emphatic position in line 305. It is
this very abruptness which serves as a clue to the audience that the
allusions to the rebirth ritual will continue: Alcinous will arrange for
the escort, as Nausicaa promises, but only after the hero presents
himself at the feet of the seated queen. Odysseus, on the other hand,
must wonder why he is told to ignore the king, the proper object of a
supplication.
It is unlikely that at this point Odysseus is convinced by the seemingly self-contradictory words of the princess. Nausicaa is, after all, a
young girl, and she may be mistaken in sending him to her mother.
Indeed, Odysseus has questioned advice and instructions from more
authoritative figures. We may recall, for example, that when Ina
instructs him to abandon his raft and save himself with the veil, he
does not immediately obey. After deliberating, he does what he
himself thinks best (BOK~H B~ jLOL EivaL apuJ'Tov, 5.360): he keeps the
veil as a last resort but does not relinquish the raft until the waves
fully destroy it. The goddess' instructions are at odds with his better
thinking. In his dealings with Calypso at 5.160-91 he also reacts with
skepticism: thinking that her offer of a boat and provisions to help
him leave Ogygia conceals a sinister plan to do him further harm, he
forces her to swear by the River Styx that her intentions are sincere. 30 It is possible, therefore, that he does not trust Nausicaa's
instructions. For this reason he now prays to Athena for help: "Grant
that the Phaeacians receive me with friendship and pity" (6.327). In
answer to the prayer the goddess will appear to him as a young girl
on the edge of town.
It is from the disguised Athena that he hears a credible reason for
approaching the queen: Arete holds an exalted position among the
Phaeacians. "Alcinous honors her as no other woman on earth is
honored ... and the citizens look on her as if she were a god" «(JEOV
29 Nausicaa's actions at 48-65 also indicate that she considers her father the major
authority in the family: when she finds both parents at home she asks only Alcinous
for permission to take the laundry to the river.
ao C/ the account of the Trojan horse episode (4.265-90): Odysseus' suspicious nature saved the Achaeans from falling victim to Helen's treachery.
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7.71). "If she is well-disposed to you in her heart,"
continues Athena, echoing Nausicaa's earlier lines, "there is hope
that you will see your dear ones and reach your high-roofed home
and your fatherland" (75-77). The subsequent events do not, however, bear out Athena's claims. For when Arete expresses her approval of the guest and suggests that he be given parting gifts, Echeneus reminds the court that the final order must come from Alcinous
(11.344-46). The queen's approval, contrary to Athena's promise, is
immaterial. The goddess has misled Odysseus with this false account
of Arete's prominence. a! But without this exaggerated claim, it is
conceivable that the suspicious Ithacan would not have bothered to
go to the queen. Indeed, when he does comply with the instructions,
it is with a degree of reluctance and insecurity. Clasping Arete's
knees, he says, "Arete, daughter of godlike Rhexenor, both your
husband and your knees I approach (<TOV TE 7TO<TtV <Tel TE yovva(J'
iKelVW, 7.147), after my many toils." Feeling that he should be supplicating the king, but deterred by Athena's emphasis of the queen,
he emerges with a compromise, doing what he himself thinks best:
he technically obeys the instructions, but he acknowledges the possibility of the king's importance by referring to Alcinous as the first
object of his appeal. The subsequent events in the court bring to the
fore the duality of this supplication: Echeneus chides Alcinous, not
Arete, for his tardiness in raising the suppliant, while Arete later
feels compelled to remind the court that Odysseus is technically her
guest. 32
The claims about Arete's importance among the Phaeacians come
solely from Athena and are directed solely at Odysseus. Homer makes
it clear to the audience, on the other hand, that Alcinous is the
authoritative figure in the state. This much is evident not only from
the words and actions of Nausicaa in Book 6 but also from the opening lines of Book 7. In the account of the acquisition of the nurse
Eurymedusa, Homer explains, "the Phaeacians selected her as a prize
for Alcinous [i.e., not Arete], because he was lord over all the Phae31 Nausicaa's words at 6.313-15, repeated verbatim at 7.75-77, are doubtless inspired
by the goddess as part of Athena's grand design to manipulate Odysseus. Athena has
arranged, via the dream in 6.20-40, for Nausicaa to meet and clothe the stranger at the
river. As the princess musters the courage not to flee as Odysseus approaches, furthermore, it is Athena who "places boldness in her heart and removes the trembling
from her limbs" (6.140).
32 11.338, gEtIJO<; ii' aVT' e~<; f.UTLIJ. Odysseus' uneasiness emerges again in 13.20016: not yet recognizing Ithaca and fearing that the Phaeacians have deluded him, he
wishes that he had stayed longer with them and supplicated another king of theirs (Eyw
ii~ KEIJ eXAAOIJ V7TEP/-UIJ~WIJ /3aCTtAT,WIJ egLKOI-t7lIJ, 13.205-6).
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acians, and the people heeded him as if he were a god" (ovvEKa mien
<l>at/ryKEUUW avauCTE, (JEO£' 8' w<; 8T,J..W<; aKovEv, 7.10-10. When we
hear Athena tell Odysseus some sixty lines later that it is Arete whom
the Phaeacians view as a god, we are jarred in the same manner as
when we heard Nausicaa suddenly mention her mother. Homer tells
his audience one thing, while Athena tells Odysseus another. 33 The
reader who is sensitive to the suspicious nature of Odysseus may
smile upon seeing the goddess who is herself "renowned among all
the gods for intelligence and resourcefulness" 03.298-99) circumvent
the wiliness of her darling and actually manipulate him. Athena herself smiles (f..l,EtBTJUEV, l3.287) when she eventually tells Odysseus
that he did not recognize her when she stood by his side and helped
him among the Phaeacians. 34
When Alcinous responds to Odysseus' supplication of Arete, therefore, and honors his request, there is no problem of inconsistency.
The poet has not created a scene of 'unfulfilled promise' .35 On the
contrary, certain details in Alcinous' reception of the guest indicate
that the rebirth theme is still in operation. Before offering Odysseus a
seat, .the king unseats his own son Laodamas, "whom he especially
loved" (7.170 and who occupies the chair next to the royal throne.
Odysseus is welcomed not as a mere suppliant but as veritable son of
33

In similar fashion Homer presents the Phaeacians as hospitable toward strangers

(cf 7.226-27,8.387-97, 11.339-41, 13.172-83), whereas Athena warns Odysseus that

they are not (7.32-33). The goddess does not want Odysseus to establish contact with
anyone until he touches Arete. Therefore she warns him to walk through the town
without speaking (O'tyfj, 30) and without even looking at the people. As an extra precaution she pours the mist around him "lest any of the great-hearted Phaeacians encounter him with cutting remarks and ask him who he is" (16-17). For an improper
word from Odysseus or the Phaeacians would spoil the sacred EVc/n)~ of the ritual: cf
G. Murray, The Rise of the Greek Epic 4 (London 1934) 87-89. Uppermost in the goddess' mind may be the concern that Odysseus not touch or speak to any other male
until the ritual is complete: for this reason, perhaps, she assumes a female disguise. For
the debate on Phaeacian hospitality see G. P. Rose, "The Unfriendly Phaeacians,"
TAPA 100 (I969) 387-406, and G. 1. de Vries, "Phaeacian Manners," Mnemosyne
IV.30 (977) 113-21.
34 In this famous exchange between the cleverest mortal and the cleverest goddess,
Odysseus retorts 03.322-23) that he did indeed recognize Athena among the Phaeacians (perhaps he detected that she came in answer to his prayer at 6.323-27). If he is
telling the truth here he is implying that he allowed Athena to manipulate him into
kneeling before Arete. Even so, as has been observed, he succeeds in including the
king in his appeal. Unlike the docile Nausicaa, Odysseus is too shrewd to allow himself
to become a puppet even to his patron goddess. For an analysis of this contest of wits
and a verdict on the ultimate 'winner' see 1. S. Clay, The Wrath of Athena (Princeton

1983) 186-212.
35 Although Fenik (supra n.4) presents a convincing case that elsewhere in the Odyssey Homer creates scenes of 'unfulfilled promise', the Arete-scene cannot fairly be
induded among them.
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the king.36 Before the end of the book, Alcinous will offer to make
the nameless guest his son-in-law: Odysseus is promised Nausicaa's
hand in marriage and a furnished house (313-15).37 Such an enthusiastic reception is unusual even by Phaeacian standards. But the suggestion that Odysseus may become an integral member of the family,
whether by replacing Laodamas or by marrying Nausicaa, accords well
with the general theme of his being born into the palace.
Seen in this light, Alcinous' actions may include a reference to yet
another ceremony associated with the birth of a child. In the ritual of
the &J.UP,,8poJ.Lw, on a set date after the birth, the child is officially
accepted into the family by being carried around the hearth. Also on
this day the baby receives its name and is given gifts by relatives and
friends. 3s During his stay with the Phaeacians, Odysseus, who is led
by the hand from the hearth to the throne of the king's son, will, in
a sense, receive his name, which he confidently declares at 9.19-20:
"I am Odysseus, son of Laertes, famous among all men for my wiles,
and my glory reaches the heavens." In addition, he will receive so
many gifts from the noblemen that Alcinous will impose a tax on the
people in order to compensate for the financial loss (13.4-15). That
Alcinous himself looks on this stranger as a newborn, of sorts, is
indicated not only by his offer to include Odysseus in the family but
also by his initial announcement when he seats the suppliant: "We
will see to it that this stranger reaches his homeland without pain or
sorrow ... But after that he will suffer whatever destiny and the
grave weavers spun for him on his thread of life when his mother
gave him birth" (7.192-98).39 If we are correct in detecting an al36 In having Odysseus occupy the throne of the king's son, Homer may intend a
variation of the practice whereby the supplicated, in acknowledgment of the guest's
sanctity, entrusts his son to the suppliant: cf. Gould 99.
37 In the context of a potential marriage with Nausicaa, it is interesting to note He<> Tacf>o<; We; Te9vT/KOTL y~:YOVEV.
sychius' alternate definition of v(:TTepcJ.rTOTJ.W<;: cP
a~~oL TOV odJTEPov yaJ.Wv. Athena's instructions to Telemachus at Od. 1.289-92 also
combine the cenotaph of presumed dead with the remarriage of his 'widow':

,awn

ei 8E Ke TE911'f/WTO<; aKovcrn<; /J-T/B' ET' EOVTO<;,
vOO'TT)a-a<; oTj E1TELTa cpD..T/V E<; 1TaTpL&1 ya'iav
O'T/~ TE oi XEVaL Kai E1Ti KTEpea KTEpEi<~aL
1ToUa ~~', oO'O'a fOLKE, Ka, ciVEPL /J-T/TEpa oovvaL.
3S q: PI. Thf. 160E~ Ar. Lys. 757. Hesychius' definition: alJ4>WpoIJ-LU' ';'~pa ayo~VT/ ... TOt<; 1TmBwL<;, EV
TO {3PEcf>o<; 1TEpi TTjv EO'TLaV l4>epov TpEXOVTe<; KVKAf!J. Ka,
E1TETigeO'av aVTqI OVO/J-U,
TWV oUceUuv Kai cpD..wv BWpa E1TE/J-1TETO.
39 Cf the manner in which Alcinous inquires about Odysseus' name (8.552-54):

n

ore Vrro

ov ~V yap n<; 1Ta/J-1Tav avwvv~<; EO'T' av9pWrrwv,
ov KaKO<; ovBE ~V E0'9Ao<;, ErrTjV T£X1TpWra YEII'f/TaL,
a~~' E1Ti 1TaO'L Tige VTaL, E1TEi Ke TEKWO'L, TOKT/e<;.
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lusion to the a,.«/)f,fjpOp.,Ul, the shift of attention from Arete to AIcinous receives a smooth transition. For in treating Odysseus as a
father treats a son, Alcinous continues the thematic thread which the
poet has been weaving into the narrative.
Conclusions may be drawn from this study on two levels. On the

psychological level, the evocation of the birth process suggests a new
beginning for the hero: his break with the imaginary world is complete. Calypso's offer of immortality may have initially enticed Odysseus, but he ultimately rejects such a way of 'life'. This break with
the past, furthermore, is irrevocable, made permanent by the enactment of ritual. As Odysseus buries the past, he buries that part of his
psyche which longs for the carefree existence of the gods. His return
to the human world, therefore, reaffirms the value of human life,
despite its sorrows and sufferings. Specifically, Odysseus' rebirth implies a celebration of his own personal spirit. The hero who sits on
the Ogygian shore and cries for home is not the hero known to
Homer or his audience~ nor is the Odysseus who reacts to a storm at
sea by longing to die the indomitable survivor over all tribulations
and obstacles. As Odysseus enters the poem he buries any traits of
diffidence which he exhibited when he was spiritually dead. Once
born into the narrative, he proceeds to establish that dauntless identity and sense of self which enables him to declare his name to the
Phaeacians with pride.
This study also provides insights into Homer's poetic genius. Although he begins the poem in mediis rebus, he presents the protagonist from the moment of his symbolic birth. In a strictly literal
sense Homer is the 'maker' or 7rOtT/'T7)~ of his hero, for Odysseus'
literary life and physical life are one and the same. As Odysseus
enters the poem, the audience either consciously perceives or instinctively feels an experience shared by all human beings. For whether
we openly recall the birth process (through having delivered a child
or having witnessed a birth) or subconsciously sense allusions to our
own birth, Homer succeeds in making Odysseus' plight analogous to
our own. Striking a common chord between hero and audience, the
poet engages our sympathy: we are seriously interested in Odysseus,
for his story could be our own. Despite the aura of the fantastic that
surrounds his adventures, his experiences seem to imitate life itself.
It is hardly credible, for example, that anyone would survive three
days at sea with only a veil around his waist. 40 But Homer presents
40 q: the censure of Homer in [Longin.] Subl. 9.14 for the incredible ten-day shipwreck in which the survivor has no food.
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such illogicalities within a framework that makes them not only
credible but even enjoyable. Such is the charm of this poet who,
according to Aristotle, "sweetens the absurd with other virtues. "41 In
the end, we react to Homer's genius with a response which echoes
the reaction of Aristophanes of Byzantium upon reading Menander:
"0 Homer and life, which one of you imitated the other?"42
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Arist. Poet. 1460bl, vvv

aT07TOv.
"

Se 70L<)

aUot<) ayaOoLO; 0 7TOtTJ~o; aqxxvL{et 7}8Vvwv TO

42 Syrian In Hermogenem Commentaria II 23 Rabe; cf Quint. Inst. 10.1.69. This paper
originated in a course in Greek Literature in Translation which I taught at Kent State
University in spring 1982; oral versions were presented at the university in 1982 and at
the convention of the Classical Association of the Middle West and South in 1983 at
Columbus, Ohio. My thanks are extended to Gary Bond, a student in the course, and
to Dr D. J. T. Webster of the Welsh National School of Medicine for many helpful
suggestions and insights; I also express my gratitude to the anonymous referees at
GRBS.

